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CROP PRODUCTION/SUPPLY DEMAND 

Posted on 8/12/2015 6:19:41 AM 
 
WE HAVE A VERY GOOD HEDGING DEPARTMENT HEADED BY TED SEIFRIED. WHY NOT TALK TO HIM OR 
ANY OF OUR OTHER HEDGING BROKERS. NO ONE WILL PRESSURE YOU AND WHAT HAVE YOU GOT TO 
LOSE?  I'VE BEEN A LICENSED FUTURES BROKER FOR OVER 41 YEARS AND TRUST NO ONE MORE THAN 
TED AND HIS GROUP.  

  

 Lower closes for oats, rough rice, corn, soybeans, soybean meal and soybean oil along with Minneapolis, Kansas 
City and Chicago wheat. Today we had sharp corrections ahead of the monthly grain reports after a retracement rally 
for the wheat, corn and bean complexes over the last week. Not much has changed since my comments from a week 
ago except the bulls can say that we've seen basing action off of support areas for the above mentioned complexes 
(only Chicago for the wheat complex). That could actually be true but we don't know that yet. So, don't lose sight of 
the fact that we are still in bear markets until proven otherwise. Also, I feel the bullish numbers for the bean stocks set 
us up for a bearish bean report. Of course we will know the answer soon anyway. Chicago wheat did hold its support 
while Minneapolis and KC has little to no support below and quite a lot of resistance overhead as seen 
below. Minneapolis's nearest resistance is around 550 while the KCs is above 520 and, as you can see, both 
bounced off those areas on Monday. Continue to sell rallies with help from your broker and even better, our highly 
experienced hedge department, although the window is rapidly closing in my opinion if it hasn't already for many of 
you. I mentioned many weeks ago that the wheat complex chart formations looked dangerous for a nice size 
correction and while I could have been wrong, unfortunately (unless you were short) I wasn't. Oats have been 
consolidating over the last couple of choppy weeks remaining in a downtrend overall. There's good resistance around 
the 250 area which they've attempted to penetrate to no avail so far and still need to close over three dollars for a 
possible turnaround in my opinion. Rice continues to look bullish making its best high since last January but settling 
lower in reversal type action. It's nearest decent support is now around 1125. Although corn continues to look toppy 
overall, It did hold a strong looking support area and still has one gap left at 429 1/4 that I don't want to ignore. As 
expected corn has tested the four dollar area and now we need to see if it can close and stay above this critical 
psychological price point. Hedgers have their own decisions to make based on their cost basis and yields accordingly 
which I keep mentioning for obvious reasons. With less plantings and, if hot and dry weather comes along, we could 
see a nice rally from its present level. I always like to assume that we will have a normal weather type year and rarely 
get burned with this kind of thinking. The beans and meal led by the latter continue to hold up better than I expected 
but I'm still looking for lower prices in the fall. Oil just looks bearish but at least has been consolidating over the last 
week or so.  BUY SIGNAL FOR ROUGH RICE. SELL SIGNALS FOR MIINEAPOLIS, KANSAS CITY AND CHICAGO 
WHEAT ALONG WITH OATS. SOYBEANS, SOYMEAL AND SOYOIL. For additional charts, quotes, news, 
commentary & more, sign up for a FREE 30 -day trial to markethead.com. 
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